Introduction
In this paper we investigate certain aspects of the multiparameter spectral theory of systems of singular ordinary differential operators. Such systems arise in various contexts. For instance, separation of variables for a partial differential equation on an unbounded domain leads to a multiparameter system of ordinary differential equations, some of which are defined on unbounded intervals. The spectral theory of systems of regular differential operators has been studied in many recent papers, e.g. [1, 3, 6, 9, 19, 21] , but the singular case has not received so much attention. Some references for the singular case are [7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 18, 20] , in addition general multiparameter spectral theory for self adjoint operators is discussed in [3, 9, 19] .
The questions considered in this paper relate to the geometry of the spectrum of the system as a subset of U k . We prove various results on the structure and location of certain subsets of the spectrum. In addition we consider some aspects of the oscillation theory of the eigenfunctions of the differential operators.
In Section 2 we introduce some notation and definitions and describe the main assumptions that will be imposed on the multiparameter systems considered. In particular we will assume throughout the paper that the system is "right definite" in a sense specified below. This condition is standard in multiparameter spectral theory, see [19] , Also in Section 2 we discuss certain cones in U k which will be used later to discuss the distribution of various points of the spectrum.
An abstract multiparameter system satisfying the conditions of Section 2 is considered in Section 3 and the location and structure of the spectrum is investigated. The methods used are mostly variational and are similar in spirit to those of [3] .
In Section 4 a particular class of singular differential operators is defined and it is shown that the resulting multiparameter system satisfies the hypotheses of the previous section. In addition the detailed structure of the operators enables us to deduce more precise information concerning the spectrum than was available in Section 3. We also consider the oscillation properties of the eigenfunctions of the differential system and relate these to a subset of the spectrum defined in Section 3.
The operators considered in Section 4 are singular in the sense that their intervals of definition are semi-infinite (of the form [a, oo)). Other types of singularity could also be considered using similar methods, e.g. intervals of the form (-co, oo) or singular coefficients in the differential operators. In addition a combination of regular and singular differential operators could be considered. 49
Finally, in Section 5, we consider the question of the number of eigenvalues of the multiparameter system. In the regular case there are necessarily an infinite number of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity having no finite point of accumulation. However, in the singular case, this need not be true. We give sufficient conditions which, when satisfied, determine whether the number of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity is finite or infinite.
Notation and definitions
Suppose we are given infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces H r , r=l,...,k, and let U r denote the set {u r e// r :||u r || = l}. Let U be the set the notation Xfi will be used for the usual inner product in U k , i.e. &'fi = Yjs=i ^s > a n d if M is a kxk matrix MX denotes the usual multiplication of a matrix and a vector. Also, if S is a topological space and A <= S then the notation A denotes the topological closure of the set A in S.
We now introduce some subsets of U k which will be useful in the discussion of the geometry of the spectrum. Note that a partial order ^ can be defined on U k by Hr, r = l,...,k, X,fieU k . It is obvious that CczC^ and the sets C,C + , are cones (a set / i d R * is said to be a cone if aeA=>aaeA for all numbers a^O). These cones have been used in several papers e.g. [1, 3] and a detailed discussion of their geometry is contained in [5] . In particular Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.6 of [5] shows that the right definiteness condition (2.1) implies that C + = C and that C + does not contain a line. Proof. Note that the set A may be empty. We regard the empty set as compact. The set A is closed since C + is closed. Now suppose that A is unbounded and let /i", n = l , 2 , . . . , be a sequence of points in A with | | / I " | | -K » as M-KDO. Define v"=(l/||/i"||)|i" and let v"->v as n-*oo (by choosing a subsequence if necessary). Since C + is a closed cone it follows that v e C + and ve-C + . Thus v and -v belong to C + . This implies that C + contains a line, which contradicts Theorem 4.4 of [5] , and hence the set A must be bounded.
• Finally Xea is said to be in the mixed spectrum, <x m , if Xeo\{o e <uo p }.
The above definitions of the subsets of the multiparameter spectrum rely on the operators W r (X) rather than the spectral measure of the system as defined in [9] or [19] . It can be shown that the set a p as defined above coincides with the set of isolated points in a whose associated spectral projections have finite dimensional ranges.
Geometry of the spectrum
Having defined various subsets of the spectrum above we now consider the geometrical structure of these subsets. Firstly we describe certain variational results for self adjoint operators which will be required below.
Suppose that the operator T, defined in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space H, is self adjoint and bounded below. Let The subset a' p of the multiparameter point spectrum is defined to be
The above variational results provide information about the portion of the spectrum of T below p e (T), i.e. below the lowest point of the essential spectrum. For certain types of operators this information is sufficient to determine the location of the complete spectrum of the operator.
Definition 3.2. The self adjoint operator T is said to be of type SD if o e (T) = i>m°o).
The multiparameter system [7^, V rs ] is said to be of type SD if, for each AeR*, the operators W£i), r = l,...,k, are of type SD.
If the operator T is of type SD then obviously & p {T) -a p (T) and a knowledge of the set o' p (T) and p e (T) (as provided by the minimax principle) completely determines the location of o(T).
In the case of a multiparameter system of type SD we also have o' p = <j p . The singular differential operators which we will encounter in Section 4 will be shown to be of type SD.
This completes the preliminary discussion and we may now begin our consideration of the multiparameter spectrum. For ease of presentation we deal with the point spectrum and essential spectrum first and then briefly consider the mixed spectrum in a similar manner.
Let N denote the set of positive integers i^O and define a multi-index to be a vector of the form i = (ij,
Since the points y\(k) are defined via the minimax principle the following theorem can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 2 of [3] .
Theorem 3.3. Corresponding to each multi-index i6N
k , there is a unique point Xea such that yW) = 0,r=l,...,k.
We define the set A = {A':ieM*}. In view of the above discussion it can be seen that the points A 1 € A need not be multiparameter eigenvalues of finite multiplicity as they are in [3] where essential spectrum does not occur. Also there may be points in a p which are not in the set A. However the following result holds. Proof. Suppose that Xea' p . Then, by definition, Oea' p (W r (i.)) for each r, so it follows from the above variational results that y';(X) = 0 for some i r . Hence A = A' for some multiindex i.
•
We now consider the location, in U k , of part of the spectrum. Proof. Choose arbitrary multi-indices i,j with i^j and let £" be a sequence of numbers such that e n >0 and e n -*0. Given any integer n it follows from the minimax principle and the definition of X' that there exist subspaces E';cH r such that dim£j.'=i r and inf {(W r (X')u r ,u r ):u r eU r n D(T r ) n £ " } £ -e n .
Now let
Since j^i it again follows from the minimax principle, and the definition of X', that <5 r g0. Hence we may choose u" r e U r n D(T r ) n E l ; L such that {W r (X')u n r , U?) ^e n . Thus , «3 -(W r (X'K, K) ^ 2e n and so
Repeating this construction for each n gives a sequence u" e U. Now let the matrix M be an accumulation point of the sequence of matrices V(u") (M exists since the V rs are bounded and so the set {V(u")} is bounded). Inequality (3.2) shows that M(A>-A')^0 and hence X 1 -X'eC + . The second part of the theorem is proved similarly.
• An immediate consequence of this theorem and the previous one is that a p u o e <= Theorem 3.5 shows that the points A'eA are ordered in a similar manner to those of Binding and Browne in [3] , using the cone C + instead of C. The cone C could have been used in Theorem 3.3 if we restricted attention to points A',k'e(j' p , however at present we have no guarantee that a p is not empty. This question will be considered in Section 5.
The geometry of a e will now be considered in more detail. To ensure that a e is nonempty we require the following assumption. Note that the minimax principle and (3.1) implies that Condition F holds if and only if p%X) is finite for all X e IR\ In particular Condition F is a necessary condition for a e to be non-empty. . Now suppose that the increasing sequence t n , n = l,2,..., is such that X'"->fi as n->oo. Then it can be shown, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, that the sets A n ={X'" + C + ) n(fi -C + ) converge to the point fi. Thus /'->/i as t-*co, since X'eA n for all t^t n .
We will use the notation A e = lim t _ 0O k\ It should be observed that in this limiting process the multi-indices t tend to infinity along the line generated by the multi-index (1 1). However it can easily be shown, in a similar manner to the proof of Lemma 3.8, that the same limit, X e , is obtained if any other sequence of multi-indices is chosen, so long as each of the sequences of the components of the multi-indices tend to infinity. 
+ n)).
We now consider the mixed spectrum of the system and attempt to obtain results analogous to those obtained above for this set. For simplicity of notation we will only consider the subset of a m given by
where n is an integer, n < k. The notation crJJ,(T) will denote the set where f=(?i,...,f B )eN".
The following results are similar to the above results for the essential spectrum and can be proved in the same way. IfTeM" and jef^l* then j^T m e a n s j r^7r , r=l,...,n. This theorem, together with the previous results, proves the following corollary.
Corollary 3.11.
In considering the mixed spectrum a" m we only require the following finiteness condition rather than Condition F.
Condition F'. pf<co, r = n + l,...,k.
As in the case of the essential spectrum this condition is necessary for a" m to be nonempty.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that Condition F' holds and choose any ieW". Then there exists a point X*(i)eU" such that y^*(T))gO, r = l , . . . , n , p^* ( i ) ) g O , r = n+l,...,k.
For any such point, A*(i), and any multi-index j^i , X*(i)eX' + C + . We now show that the set a^,(i) is a subset of a k -n dimensional continuum in the sense of the following theorem.
For any TeN" and any integer, t, let (T,t) denote the multi-index

Theorem 3.15. / / Condition F' holds then, for each leN", there exists a continuous function A':U k~" ->M k , such that (7^(1) is a subset of the range of k' in U k . If the system is of type SD then there exists a continuous function ij/':M k~' '->U k~' ' such that for some /leR""" and
Proof. Theorem 1 of [3] shows that we may make an invertible transformation k-*X, and a corresponding transformation of the array [^J]-»[^a], such that the sub array [?"]",= i is right definite. Now writing ti=(X u ...,X n ), /t = (X +1 ,...,X k ), we may consider the first n equations of the transformed system as a perturbed multiparameter system with q as the spectral parameter and p a perturbation parameter. By the construction of the above transformation this multiparameter system is right definite for each p and the perturbation depends continuously (in norm) on ft. It follows that, for each ft, the points ti'(ft) can be defined as above, via the minimax principle, for each TeN". In addition the proof of Theorem 2 of [3] shows that the functions tf(fi) are continuous functions of fi. Now, by definition of a"Ji), a necessary condition for A e er£,(T) is that X is of the form (tf(n),n) for some JI and p*(A)^0 for r = n+l,...,k. This proves the first part of the theorem. If the system is of type SD then this condition is also sufficient thus, since p e r (k) is a continuous function of k, the theorem is proved.
The above discussion of the set (fji) suffers from a similar problem to that of the discussion of a' p and A, namely that 0 need not belong to the point spectrum of the operators W r (X'), r=\,...,n. Thus the sets CT^(T) need not actually be subsets of <f m , or even of a m . Also there may be points in a" m that are not in any o^,(T) in the same way that a' p need not equal a p . If the system is of type SD then the latter problem does not arise, however the former problem remains. A particular situation in which this problem does not arise is when it is known that the operators W^k), r = l , . ..,n, have an infinite number of points in the point spectrum below the essential spectrum. In this case it follows that 0 must belong to the point spectrum of the operators WAX), r = l,...,n, see the proof of Theorem 3.4. If the operators T r have compact resolvents for r=\,...,n, then this situation holds. In Section 5 we describe sufficient conditions for this to be so for a class of singular differential operators which do not have compact resolvents. These operators will also be shown to be of type SD so neither of the above problems occurs when the conditions of Section 5 are satisfied.
Since the perturbation used in the proof of Theorem 3.15 depends linearly on /i, and so is analytic, the continuity assertions of the theorem can be improved upon in certain circumstances. For instance suppose that the null spaces are necessarily at most 1 dimensional (this is true for the differential operators discussed below). Then analytic perturbation theory of multiparameter eigenvalue problems shows that if, for some ft, the point i/ T (/i) is an eigenvalue of the perturbed subsystem used in the proof of Theorem 3.15 then the function i^ is analytic near fi (see [17] ). Thus, if it is known that 0^, (1) C CT£I (see the above remarks), then the functions k' of Theorem 3.15 are analytic.
Singular differential operators
In this section we describe an important class of multiparameter systems for which the abstract theory of the previous section is applicable. In addition more precise information is available in some respects.
Consider The one parameter spectral theory of singular differential operators of this type is studied extensively in e.g. [2, 12, 15, 16] . Other types of singularity could also be considered in a similar manner, as could the case where some of the operators are singular and some regular. Examples III and IV of [20] are of the above form. Some aspects of the multiparameter spectral theory of differential operators defined on intervals of the form ( -00,00) and having periodic coefficients are considered in [10, 18] .
We remark that most of the results on differential operators that we require are contained in [12] , however in [12] the coefficient functions are assumed to be C°° so we usually refer to other sources. It is shown in Theorem 2.9 of [15] that, for each keU k , a differential operator of this form, with the above hypotheses on the coefficient functions, is bounded below and is of type SD. Thus the multiparameter system (4.2) is of type SD and the results of Section 3 are applicable to this system. In addition we have , show that k e e(<o-C°°) niio + C") and so, since C°° does not contain a line, we have k e = ca. The final result is proved in a similar manner to the proof of the first three statements.
• Note that the remarks following Lemma 3.8 concerning the limiting process also hold in the present situation. Also Theorem 4.2 shows that any accumulation point of the point spectrum a p must belong to the boundary of the set ot -C".
In the construction of the self adjoint multiparameter system (4.2) we chose self adjoint extensions T r of the symmetric operators T r . In general these extensions are not unique so it is natural to ask what effect the choice of the extension has on the spectrum of the multiparameter system. The following discussion of this question does not depend on the operators being differential operators and applies to any system of the form (4.2) where the T r are self adjoint extensions of symmetric operators T r . However we assume that the operators t r are closed. This assumption is not restrictive since any symmetric operator is closable. For each r let (d*,d~) denote the deficiency indices of the symmetric operators f r (see [12] (VK(k) ), r = 1,..., k} is independent of the extensions chosen.
In the following theorem the essential spectrum of a symmetric operator is defined in the same way as the essential spectrum of a self adjoint operator was defined above. Proof. Apply the proof of Theorem 10, p. 1400 of [12] , to the operators W r (k) .
Returning to the system of differential operators it can be shown that d r = 1 for each r (Theorem 5, p. 203 of [16] ). Therefore Proof. The proof is based on the oscillation properties of one-parameter singular differential operators (see [12] or [11, p. 255, Prob. 2] ) and, using these properties, is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 of FJ6], which deals with the case of regular differential operators.
Kneser conditions
In Section 3 the points k'ea were defined for all \sN k ; however, these points need not be isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. We now consider the multiparameter system of differential operators (4.2) and present some conditions which enable us to determine whether the system has a finite or infinite set of isolated eigenvalues. In particular we provide sufficient conditions to assert that the point spectrum of the system (4.2) consists of the set A. The discussion is based on the so called "Kneser conditions" used in the one parameter oscillation theory of singular differential operators (see [15, p. 199 ; or 12, p. 1481]) .
The conditions we are going to consider depend critically on the behaviour of the coefficients of the differential operators as x r -»oo. For the rest of this section we suppose that the system (4.1) satisfies all the assumptions of Section 4 and, in addition, we impose the following hypothesis on the functions v rs . Proof. Let A be the set /4=(A° + C + )n(to-C°°). Theorem 4.2 shows that A is a compact set, therefore the functions hf of Lemma 5.2 can be defined for this set. Now consider the differential equations
Condition
Let n r be the maximum number of zeros of any solution y r of (5.1) in I r and let n r (k) be the maximum number of zeros of any solution u r of (4.1) in I r , for each keA. By the construction of the functions h A we have Thus we can apply Kneser's theorem to the equations (5.1) to show that the numbers n r must be finite for each r = 1,..., k. Now suppose that X 1 e a p for some i e N*. From Theorem 4.2 it follows that i} e A. By Theorem 4.5, there exists an eigenfunction vi' = (t/ 1 ,...,i^k) such that the function u' r has exactly i r zeros in I r so the above result shows that i,gn,+ l. Hence the number of indices i for which k l e o p is finite and, since a p <= A, this proves the theorem.
We note that we could consider the situation where some of the coefficients q r satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 while others satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3. In this case there exists bounds on the values of i r for which k'ea p for some values of r. However, in general, this is not sufficient to decide whether the number of points in a p is finite or infinite.
The Kneser conditions can also be used to resolve the question of the existence of the mixed spectrum as discussed at the end of Section 4. If the operators T r , r=l,...,n, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 then it follows from the definition of the sets o"J\) and <f m , together with the method of proof of Theorem 5.1, that ef m (\) <= a" m . In addition the remarks following Theorem 4.4 show that the kernels of the operators W r (A) are at most 1-dimensional so the discussion at the end of Section 3 is applicable to this system.
Finally we remark that the result of Theorem 5.1 can be obtained under other conditions. All that the proof required was that for each r the operators W r (X) have an. infinite sequence of eigenvalues in the point spectrum below the essential spectrum. If some of the operators T r are regular, and so have compact resolvent, then the corresponding operators W r (fy do not have any essential spectrum and the sequence of eigenvalues tends to infinity. Therefore no further conditions on these operators are necessary to obtain Theorem 5.1. This result also holds for "quasi-regular" differential operators (see [2] for a discussion of quasi-regular differential operators), so again we do not require further conditions on such operators. Another sufficient condition for the operators T r to have the necessary spectral behaviour is that lim x _ x q r (x r ) = oo (see [16] ). In this case the operators again do not have any essential spectrum. In addition to these conditions, Chapter 6 of [15] contains other oscillation criteria which could have been used in the above discussion instead of Kneser's theorem to produce similar results.
